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BUSINESS NEWS

Shoppers trading their carts for phones

“All missteaks in this
publicashun are put
their for the benefit of
those whom look for
such things.”
Susan Anderson.
gammag editor

O

nline shoppers are leading a retail
revolution, says United Parcel Service.
UPS’s Pulse of the Online Shopper Survey
found that, for the first time in the survey’s
five-year history, more than 50 percent of all
purchases were made online. Respondents
reported in 2015 that 48 percent of their
purchases were made online.
The annual survey of more than 5,000
online shoppers shows that smartphones
are coming into their own in the shopping
experience. The use of smartphones is up
10 points to 77 percent during the last two
years. Retailers have been ahead of the
trend, and 73 percent of survey respondents
said they were satisfied with their mobile
experience. That satisfaction percentage is
up eight points since 2015.
Online sales drive significant in-store
traffic. Half of shoppers who buy online,
ship to a physical store. Of these, 46 percent
make additional purchases while picking up
their items. About 60 percent of shoppers
also prefer to return items to a store, at which
time 70 percent of them make additional
purchases. Only 36 percent of shoppers say
they experience helpful associates when
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returning items to a store, according to UPS.
Online shoppers report they are using their
smartphones in-store.
Nearly 30 percent of shoppers look up
product reviews, read product details,
compare prices, and access coupons for instore redemption regularly (often or most
of the time). Just 31 percent of shoppers are
aware of in-store text beacons. A quarter of
smartphone users are receptive to in-store
mobile messaging, with urban shoppers and
millennials even more receptive. However,
more than four in 10 smartphone users are
neutral toward the idea of in-store mobile
messaging.

TV energy gobbler

Noah Horowitz, senior scientist at Center
for Energy Efficiency Standards, says
that Ultra-high-def 4K TVs need bright
backlighting. The TVs use 30 percent
more power compared with other highdefinition sets. You can lower your energy
usage by turning on automatic brightness
control and turning off the quick-start
booting options.

BUSINESS NEWS

Virtual Assistant software aims for a
smoother workflow

S

martphone helpers like Siri and
Cortana have already streamlined
travel, appointments, news, and other
information. Now a new line of virtual
assistant software aims to do even more.

“The software aims to replace
assistants in the workplace
and save time.”
The new software packages can sort
through email or schedule recurring
tasks, such as sending reports. Some can
remind you to buy office supplies when
you are driving near the office store.
Others can communicate with staffers
and set up appointments for lunch or
meetings.
The software aims to replace assistants
in the workplace and save time. Office
productivity package Slack includes an
artificial intelligence software named Howdy. The program can collect and
organize answers to an email question sent to many others. This ability can come
in handy if a manager has to request the same report every month from staffers.
Google Now uses location tracking to provide reminders. Tell Google
Now you have to pick up milk. When you get near a grocery store, Google
Now will remind you.
Another handy software is Amy and Andrew, meeting schedulers. When
you sign up for the service, you can copy Amy or Andrew (your choice
of personality) on the email. Amy and Andrew will then negotiate times,
taking into account your schedule and preferences, according to the Small
Business Journal.

Manufacturing seeks welders, coders

Manufacturing jobs were once the gravy of many communities, and
while much non-skilled factory work has dried up, manufacturing still
needs employees. Young people today with the right skills are looking
to fashionable high tech industries for jobs and not manufacturing.
Manufacturing is trying to change its image among young people born
from 1980 to 1990. One Cleveland-based company is using virtual
reality games to attract young people to welding. A Chicago maker of
construction materials has introduced short videos in hopes of attracting
welders, technicians, drivers, programmers, and administrators, focusing
on its environmentally friendly products.

Companies move to
where the talent is

Unemployment for unskilled workers
is high but the market for engineers,
coders and analysts is tight, so tight
that finding them is, in itself, a skill.
According to the Wall Street Journal,
Salesforce.com wanted to hire
thousands of engineers
and account executives
to work in the San
Francisco Bay Area.
It turned out to be a
nearly impossible task.
Using a special
algorithm on
LinkedIn profiles, a
staffer found that there
were 210,000 people
qualified for the jobs
in the U.S., and 85,000
were in the Bay Area.
Unfortunately, the
company had already
contacted more than
a fourth of those with
no luck.
So Salesforce.com, like many other
companies, moves offices and tasks to
places where the right workers exist
or where they are going. They chose
locations in Boulder, Seattle, and
Vancouver.
Cities hoping to attract corporations
that use this type of employee could
find themselves out of luck unless area
universities are churning out the right
degrees, experts say.
In effect, business goes to the talent.
Other companies are changing
the way they fish the pool of eligible
candidates. Talent recruitment
company CEB helped an aerospace
firm to find talent for its Seattle office.
They did it by looking in Phoenix, Los
Angeles and Fort Worth, Texas.
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Survey shows that those ‘soft skills’
make for a good company employee

“What good is the
warmth of summer,
without the cold
of winter to give it
sweetness.”
John Steinbeck,
“Travels with
Charley” In Search
of America

W

hen a hiring manager evaluates a
potential employee they are looking for
the right expertise, but also ‘soft skills,’
according to a Career Builder survey.
The survey polled more than 2,000
hiring managers and found, among other
things, that more than 77 percent believe
personal qualities are just as important as
hard skills, such as knowing how to use a
specific computer program. The soft skills, or
personality traits, most desired:
• Strong work ethic, 73 percent.
• Dependability, 73 percent.
• Positive attitude, 72 percent.
• Self-motivation, 66 percent
• Team oriented, 60 percent.
According to Forbes, once hired, an
employee who shows up, does the work, and
integrates well is a good employee. But to
become great, an employee has to buy-in to
the work and values of the company.
Ken Sundheim, CEO of KAS Placement,
says an ideal employee is detail oriented and
follows through on projects and assignments.
Managers don’t want to spend time proofing
work, micromanaging, answering dozens of
questions and dealing with employee stress.
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An ideal employee should be both
confident and modest. Confidence gives
a person the will to take on challenging
projects. Modesty means a person doesn’t
boast about successes but instead relies upon
results to make their reputation.
Sundheim also stresses the old-fashioned
value of hard work. Employees who put in
the necessary time and then follow through
with their best work reign high on the scale
of great.
Finally, honesty is an essential character
trait in a great employee. Honesty is
required for good relations with staffers and
customers.

Wearables become standard

Employers are increasingly advocating
wearable fitness devices for employees,
according to the Electronic Frontier
Foundation. The devices have been
shown to improve health by feeding fitness
information to the wearer. However, the
issue is how companies use the data, if at
all, to evaluate employees. Experts urge
companies to spell out data usage limits.

BUSINESS NEWS

How to crowdsource office
equipment

Y

our business is growing so
much that you now have to
lease office space and hire
staff. That means you’ll need
office furniture and equipment.
Instead of buying it yourself,
why not list what you need on a
gift registry? Several companies
now allow businesses to register
for office supplies. And unlike
funding your business through
Kickstarter, it’s not an all-orArticle contributed by Lois
nothing proposition.

Kirkpatrick, Marketing and

Communications Manager,
On Amazon.com, you can
create a “wish list” for the office Loudoun Economic Development.
products you want. You can include low-cost items like toner
cartridges or paper shredders or higher ticket items such as
cash registers. At Target.com, you can create a “TargetList”
and include everything from waste baskets and cleaning
supplies to file cabinets and desks. MyRegistry.com lets
you add any product from any website to your registry. You
can list the exact office microwave or coffee set you want,
regardless of who makes it, or ask for coordinated wall art,
curtains and rugs from your favorite store.

The key to getting everything you need is to promote
your registry effectively. As with any crowdsourcing
campaign, you have to get the word out repeatedly, in as
many ways as possible:
• Post a short video on your website, and link to it from
all of your social media accounts.
• Send personalized emails to friends, neighbors and
former co-workers.
• Offer incentives to gift-givers, discounts or freebies.
• Build on your momentum by thanking gift-givers
publicly.
• Post photos of you and your staff using the items you
received as gifts.
Using gift registries is not only a creative way to outfit
your office, it’s also a way to market your business and give
supporters a useful and tangible way to contribute to your
success. At Loudoun Economic Development, your business
is our business. We want to make sure Loudoun companies
are successful, and if your company isn’t in Loudoun already,
we’d like to discuss how moving here can contribute to your
success. Start by calling us today 1-(800)-LOUDOUN.

Book Review:

Don’t ignore that man
behind the curtain
The guy behind the curtain is the wizard indeed, but he
doesn’t seem to be a fire-breathing monster. Charles Koch,
the leader of one of America’s most profitable privately held
businesses, has been excoriated from the floor of the Senate
hundreds of times as a shadowy,
greedy billionaire bent on
buying elections. Koch – who
this year is expected to spend
money on Senate races, but not
the presidential contest – is not
one to seek publicity and has
never responded.
In his book, “Good Profit:
How Creating Value for Others
Built One of the World’s Most
Successful Companies,” Koch
makes it clear he despises crony
capitalism. “Many people have
tried to protect their businesses
through political means but
always to the detriment of
society as a whole,” he writes.
He loathes corporate welfare. The only good profit, he says, is
“creating superior value for our customers while consuming
fewer resources and always acting lawfully and with integrity.”
According to National Review, Koch believes Good
Profit benefits everyone as long as business responds to
the changing desires of the consumer. When personal
computers replaced mainframe computers, that was bad for
the mainframe market. But it was very good for people and
society, he says.
Koch is famous for utterly ignoring pedigree in hiring.
A degree from Harvard or Yale impresses him not a wit.
Instead, he wants people who value hard work, integrity, fair
play and entrepreneurship. He and his company have been
known to hire people just because they were the right type of
person, not because they had an actual job for them.
This is a book about business philosophy but also personal
philosophy. It is revealing reading about one of the most
talked about, but seldom heard from, men of the century.
“Good Profit: How Creating Value for Others Built One of
the World’s Most Successful Companies,” Crown, 288 pages.
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YOUR FINANCES

Going back to college?
Use these two rules for borrowing

“One swallow does
not make a summer,
neither does one fine
day; similarly one
day or brief time
of happiness does
not make a person
entirely happy.”
Aristotle, “The
Nicomachean Ethics”

M

ore education can equal a better job,
but before you enroll in school consider
potential earnings versus cost. According
to Mark Kantrowitz, publisher of Cappex.com,
a scholarship search site, new students should
use two tests before they enroll.
1. The total amount of the loan for all school
years compared to the first-year salary of
the new job. The loans for all years should
not exceed the first year salary.
2. Can you repay the loans, in full, in 10 years?
If you think your goals can meet these tests,
don’t sign up until you consider all the costs of
college: Tuition, commuting, electronic devices.
If your college dreams do not pass these two
tests, consider how you might meet your goals
a different way. Looking for grants for school
should be the first step. Use a search engine
to find grants in your discipline. Pell Grants
can be available to those who never received a
degree. Also, look for tuition waivers for older
students and grants for the unemployed.
Jane Bryant Quinn recommends community
or two-year degree programs that are much
more modest in cost.
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Online degrees can be less expensive, too.
Direct student loans from the federal
government have a low fixed interest rate, but
don’t make the mistake of borrowing too much.

Free courses, free knowledge
Finally, if you just want to learn something
new, why enroll at all? Try AcademicEarth.org
for lectures in dozens of subjects by the best
professors in the world at top colleges like Yale,
Harvard and MIT.
Even if you pay to go back to college,
try watching some free courses such as
Introduction to Computer Science offered on
Harvard’s website. You could get a head start in
your studies and clarify what you want to know.

Discounts on smaller cars

Look for discounts on smaller cars this
summer. Automotive industry analysts
say lower gas prices have shifted buyers to
SUVs and trucks. This has created a glut of
compact cars. Manufacturers have offered
big cash back incentives, according to
Bottom Line Personal.

YOUR FINANCES

Six easy steps help young buyers
to choose a first home

Even the great ones can
be bad with money

F

He mobilized a country, saved the
Western World, and became a symbol of
courage under fire. But he couldn’t hold
onto a pound. So writes author David
Lough about Britain’s heroic World War
II leader, Winston Churchill.

irst-time home buyers get a lot of good
advice on finances before they buy their
first home: They should be pre-approved
for a mortgage, have cash on hand, and take a
look a property taxes. But before that, buyers
should consider what they will look for in a
home. Here are six considerations that will
help you make the decision.

1. Take the long-term view. Young buyers

should remember that their first home
probably won’t be their last. In fact, one
way to financial success is to buy a starter
home that will appreciate and then sell
it later for a profit. Use the profit to buy
your next home; one suited to your needs
at the moment.

2. Choose substance over style. Granite counter tops should never be the

make-it-or-break-it feature of a first home. That is just style. The best home
is one that suits lifestyle needs. Put substance ahead of style every time.

3. Find the right size home. Big is not necessarily better. In fact, a big home

can be a burden for two working people. Consider the time you will spend
cleaning, furnishing and decorating a home for a party of 20. In the same
way, tiny is not necessarily better. Since a first home is rarely the last home,
consider how much the home will be worth at resale. Will a tiny home be
difficult to sell? Making an investment work over the long-term is a better
idea than going with a trendy choice.

4. Shun fashion. A graceful Victorian home or the mid-century modern

with potential might be the ultimate dream of a young person fascinated
with architecture, but it probably isn’t the best first-time buy. Think about
the investment in maintenance and unforeseen problems that can crop
up in an older home. Fixer-upper shows can mislead buyers into thinking
that a home that needs a lot of work is a great buy. Even for the handyman, a fixer-upper may not be the right choice, even if the price is right.
Consider how long the improvements will take, then double the estimate
in time and dollars. Will that be acceptable?

5. Buy location not just bricks. It doesn’t matter how great the house, if

it is located in an area with bad schools, high crime, and a run-down
house next door, the house won’t be worth as much at resale. Even if you
don’t have children, consider the school district. A great school district
increases the number of interested buyers at sale. At the same time, be
open to a good location outside your preferred neighborhood.

6. Choose an expert then listen. Find a real estate agent, then listen to their

advice. The agent will advise you on price, negotiation, value, and possible
pitfalls. There is no substitute for having a good agent on your side.

In Lough’s new
book, “No More
Champagne,” he
reveals that Churchill
wasn’t exactly a
financial genius.
He liked to play the
ponies, not a great
hobby for a guy who
ran up huge unpaid
tax bills. But maybe
he didn’t mind
because he borrowed
money to do it.
He had expensive
tastes. In two
months in 1949, the
household bought
$1,006 bottles of
wine. Scrambling to stay ahead of
the government and his creditors, he
wrote articles and even thought about
negotiating film rights to his story about
the days leading up to D-Day, according
to Money Magazine.
American President and iconic
intellectual, Thomas Jefferson, during
his life, racked up the equivalent of $1
million to $2 million in debt, owing to
his grand projects like the building of
his home Monticello. Although a man of
conservative habit, Jefferson also liked
his wine and lived above his means.
In modern times, those who ran
through millions include entertainers
like Michael Jackson, Kim Basinger,
Marvin Gaye, Willie Nelson, and Meat
Loaf, according to Business Insider.
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S TAY I N G W E L L

Keep your eyes healthy
with proper contact lens care

“We can easily
forgive a child who
is afraid of the dark;
the real tragedy of
life is when men are
afraid of the light.”
Plato

T

he advantages of contact lenses over glasses
are mostly obvious. Besides cosmetic
considerations, contacts often make a
better correction in sight. They don’t fog up
and they improve peripheral vision – a plus
for sports fans.

“Improper cleaning and irregular
replacement of lenses and lens cases are
closely tied to higher risk of complications”
Still, contacts need special care and,
without proper handling, wearers can suffer
a variety of problems from simple dry eye,
to infections, and even corneal scratches. Of
the 30 million contact wearers, about one in
500 will suffer eye infections so serious that
blindness could result.
This is usually because the lenses are
not properly cared for. According to the
CDC, between 40 percent and 90 percent
of lens wearers do not properly follow care
instructions. Improper cleaning and irregular
replacement of lenses and lens cases are
closely tied to higher risk of complications.
Infections of the eye, such as keratitis, is
often linked to improper contact care. In fact,
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about one million people see the doctor or
hospital every year with this painful infection.

Proper care prevents most problems.
• Wash your hands before handling lenses.
• Rinse with your preferred solution every
time you take out your lenses.
• Never mix fresh solution with old solution.
• Don’t forget to rinse your case. Lens cases
are a common source of infection. They
should be rinsed with solution – not water
– every day. Dry on a fresh clean tissue.
• Clean your lenses daily with the proper
solution.
• Adhere to your schedule of changing
contact lenses. According to Men’s Health,
many people do not realize the danger
in using lenses too long. It can lead to
corneal ulcers, infections and open sores.
Finally, never use water on your lenses or
your lens case. Water should never even touch
your lenses or your lens case. This is crucial
because certain dangerous germs in water
can cause infections that can take a year to
clear up. Some infections can lead to corneal
transplant or even blindness. You should
never wear your lenses swimming or bathing.

S TAY I N G W E L L

Eye safety technology evolved by
following a need

Sleep apnea sufferers
have new surgical
implant available

F

lying particles and chemical splash are the two
top causes of eye injuries in the workplace, but
the majority of injuries could be prevented
with proper eye protection, according to the
Bureau of Labor Statistics.

A new surgical implant, tested by the
University of Pennsylvania, is now
available for sleep apnea patients who
can’t use an airway pressure machine.
The new device amounts to a pacemaker
for the tongue, according to Gizmag
Emerging Technology.

Workers today have a plethora of safety
glasses and goggles to choose from but that
wasn’t always the case. Industry first recognized
the need for safety glasses and this need was
pushed forward by military applications from
World War I and later. Powell Johnson invented
and patented the first eye-protection glasses
in 1880 for use by furnacemen, iron puddlers,
firefighters, and others exposed to strong light.
By 1909, the Julius King Optical Company
collaborated with American Optical to produce
the first safety goggle called SaniGlas that provided even more protection;
the goggles came with folding sideshields and spring bows for easier on/off
action. In 1913, America Steel Foundries presented a chart displaying 110
safety goggles with one or both lenses shattered, evidence that in two years eye
accidents reduced by 75 percent. In 1914, the American Optical Company
advertised prescription lenses for the goggles of workmen with defective vision
to eliminate their need for wearing goggles over glasses.
Today, eye and face protection standards are set by OSHA. Federal
regulations require employers to provide eye protection in hazardous
conditions, including those where the eye or face can be exposed to flying
particles, molten metal, liquid chemicals, acids or caustic liquids, chemical
gasses or vapors, or potentially injurious light radiation.
Improvements in safety applications have followed technology and need.
The first drivers and airline pilots in open-air cockpits required side shields
to protect their eyes. Safety glasses and goggles followed, protecting wearers
from heat, radiation or UV light, direct or indirect ventilation, non-vented for
protection against the passage of dust, mist, liquid, and vapors.

Exoskeleton offers mobility for kids

Engineers at the Spanish National Research Council are conducting
clinical trials of an exoskeleton for children. The 27-pound aluminum and
titanium device has been developed for use by children ages 3 to 14 who
suffer from spinal muscular atrophy. This neuromuscular disorder results
in muscle wasting, leaving the sufferer unable to walk. Children end up
bedridden for long periods of time. This, in turn, results in bone and lung
problems that can lead to death. The exoskeleton gets kids out of bed and
walking with motors and sensors designed to work with leg muscles.

Continuous Positive
Airway Pressure,
CPAP, is the primary
way sleep apnea is
treated. The machine
forces air through the
nasal passages to stop
pauses in breathing.
In sleep apnea,
muscles in the throat
relax during sleep
and block the airway,
causing people to
repeatedly stop
breathing and then
wake. Not only does
this make a restful
sleep impossible, but
sleep apnea can also
put a strain on the cardiovascular system,
leading to high blood pressure or, in the
worst case, a stroke.
The new implant made by Inspire
sends an electrical pulse to a nerve in
the tongue. An oreo-shaped battery is
implanted in the chest. Two leads work
with the battery. One lead near the lungs
monitors breathing. The second goes to
the chin to deliver the electrical pulse.
In a test of 20 patients, researchers at
the University of Pennsylvania School
of Medicine found that breathing
disruptions were reduced by 84 percent
and blood oxygen levels rose an average
of 20 points.
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S TAY I N G W E L L

Healthy vision critical to children’s skills

“The ultimate
tragedy is not the
oppression and
cruelty by the bad
people but the
silence over that by
the good people.”
Martin Luther King, Jr.

D

id you know that 80 percent of learning
occurs through our eyes? Healthy vision
is critical to classroom and homework
success. Poor vision can lead to poor reading
skills, lower grades, difficulty in interpreting
music notes, reduced self-esteem, and
negative behavior issues.

“AUGUST IS CHILDREN’S EYE
HEALTH AND SAFETY MONTH”
August is Children’s Eye Health and Safety
Month. Before shopping for school supplies,
uniforms, new sneakers or knapsacks,
schedule a comprehensive eye exam with an
optometrist for your child between the ages of
3 to 18. Myopia (nearsightedness), hyperopia
(farsightedness), and astigmatism (blurred
images) are common refractive errors easily
corrected with eyeglasses or contact lenses.
Amblyopia (lazy eye), strabismus (abnormal
alignment of the eyes), and color blindness
are also common and correctable conditions
that affect children’s vision.
A diagnosis of ADHD or ADD in some
cases could be an overall weakness in spatial
and visual-motor skills.
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Indicators of potential vision problems may
include:

• Wandering eyes
• Frequent eye rubbing
• Head tilting to look at objects
• Squinting or excessive blinking
• Red, crusty or swollen eyes
• P ulling objects closer; avoiding close work
• Headaches, nausea
• Inability to dribble or catch a ball

Most kids are required to participate in
physical education or a sports activity but
poor vision can increase eye injuries. Schoolaged kids are particularly prone to them, since
their athletic skills are still being developed.
Baseball-related eye injuries are prevalent
in kids 14 and younger. Basketball-related
eye injuries lead the list for 15 to 24-yearolds. At least 90 percent of sports-related eye
injuries are preventable with the proper use of
protective eyewear. Regular eyeglasses do not
offer safety.
The eyes of maturing children change
frequently. The vision screening provided
by the school nurse is only designed to alert
parents to a potential problem.

S TAY I N G W E L L

E-cigs: are they harmful or the
better alternative?

Health News Updates

O

The Fitbit cheat

Don’t have the inclination to place high
in the company’s Fitbit step competition?
Here are some legendary cheats, according
to the Wall Street Journal. Strap the Fitbit
to the dog (13K-30K steps) or to an
electric saw blade (57K steps in 24 hours).
Attach to a hamster on a wheel. A hamster
has been known to win
a step competition but
was later disqualified.

ne set of facts is never in dispute
during the debate over smoking
alternatives. Every year nearly a half
million (one in five) die from smoking
related diseases. Meanwhile, 16 million
people are taking the painful road to
death with diseases related to smoking.

Smoking kills. Everyone agrees.
But are electronic cigarettes better
than the tobacco? Duke University
smoking cessation expert Jed E. Rose
says electronic cigarettes appear to
successfully help people quit smoking,
although long-term evaluation of
e-cigarettes will take years.

Help for Parkinson
tremors

Writing in the Wall Street Journal, Rose says that important organizations in
Britain and Geneva, have already approved e-cigs as a quit-smoking medicine.
Rose points out that all nicotine replacement therapies have shown to be
effective. On the other side of the issue University of California professor
Pamela Ling points out that the only randomized clinical trial of e-cigarettes
compared their effectiveness to patches. It showed little difference between quit
rates of e-cig versus patches.
Most major health organizations, including the American Medical
Association and the World Health Organization, do not recommend e-cigs
based on a lack of evidence. In addition, Ling says that existing evidence shows
people who smoke e-cigs still use tobacco products.

Heart disease patients undertreated
for depression, study finds

Heart disease patients who develop depression after diagnosis are more
likely to have heart attacks, according to a study presented at the American
College of Cardiology sessions in April 2016. While previous research
has shown that depression following surgery is associated with worse
outcomes, this study shows that depression following diagnosis also
predicts worse outcomes. In the study of 23,000 patients at 19 medical
centers in Canada, patients diagnosed with coronary artery disease who
were depressed were 83 percent more likely to die of any cause compared
to patients who were not depressed. Women were the majority of patients
suffering depression after diagnosis. A Swedish study has found that heart
attack patients with depression are less often prescribed anti-depressants
than people who have not had heart attacks. Researchers found that only
16 percent of heart attack patients with depression received antidepressants
compared to 42 percent of those without heart attacks.

A new gyroscopic
glove that reduces
tremors from
Parkinson’s Disease by
80 percent is currently
in the prototype stage.
GyroGear will begin
shipping the first
gloves in 2017 for use
by patients with a wide
range of conditions
that cause hand
tremors. The device
works with an electric
gyroscope mounted
on the back of a
fingerless glove. The gyroscope spins and
the wearer’s hand is held level, resisting
tremors, but allowing for voluntary hand
movement. See gyrogear.co (not .com)
for more information.

Hugs for autism

A new hug machine developed by Mary
Temple Grandin is being marketed
by a Danish company for the snuggly
price of $35,000. The OrbisBox allows
users to lie down on their back or side
while a fabric-covered foam side panel
slowly moves in and hugs them from the
sides. Users can adjust the pressure. It is
recommended for anyone suffering from
stress or autism. Search for OrbisBox.
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Why is a roller coaster so thrilling?

“You know, the
courts may not
be working any
more, but as
long as everyone
is videotaping
everyone else, justice
will be done.”
Marge Simpson,
The Simpsons

Y

ou feel light. You feel heavy. You’re wrongside up and upside wrong. Welcome to
the roller coaster thrill. According to
Science, the rush a coaster brings is because of
constant changes on your body and you have
two principles of physics to thank: gravity and
acceleration.
When the coaster dives down a steep hill,
you feel an upward pull as acceleration lifts
you up, and gravity pulls you down at the same
time. If the coaster is going fast enough, you
experience the same sense of weightlessness
as a skydiver in free fall. You might not realize
it but one of the reasons this seems thrilling
is that your body, organs and muscles are
accelerating at different times. Your organs are
not left in place as they normally are but instead
they are each weightless. That is what makes the
thrill hill feeling.

When the coaster goes fast up a steep hill,
the gravity and acceleration pull you in the
same direction, making you feel heavier. “If
you were to sit on a scale during a roller coaster
ride, you would see your weight change from
point to point on the track,” writes Tom Harris,
structural engineer, for Science.
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That is the physics of the experience, but
part of the tingle is the sensory experience.
You feel the air. You see the height. You
see you are upside down. You feel yourself
pressing against the seat. You know you are
going fast because you see yourself passing
structures. But you never actually feel
velocity. You only feel change in velocity
(acceleration).

Amazon rejects buyers
who return purchases

If you order products from Amazon, be
aware that there is a limit on the number
of items you can return. According
to The Guardian, while there is no set
number of items that can be returned,
even loyal customers can get a letter from
Amazon warning that returns can result
in cancellation. In one case cited by
, a user bought 343 items in a year
and sent back 37. His account was cancelled.
Another user purchased 112 items, returned
30 and had her account blocked and
Amazon Prime membership cancelled.

OF INTEREST

Calamity Jane figured she would
become a legend

I

figure, if a girl wants to be a legend,
she should just go ahead and be one.”
Calamity Jane, the self-styled heroine
and cowgirl of the Wild West, said that
in her sensational 1890 autobiography,
“Life and Adventures of Calamity Jane,
By Herself.” It was a pamphlet-size story
she dictated to a printer, but eager fans
paid several pennies to re-live her tales
of the West.
She was born Martha Jane Canary, the
oldest of six children. Her father was an
inveterate gambler and her mother was a
part-time prostitute. By the time she was
12, both her parents were dead, and she
had to support her siblings.
She grew up fast. She earned money as a cook, dishwasher, dance-hall girl,
and even a prostitute. Along the way, she took on a male persona. She chewed
and spat tobacco, guzzled booze, cussed and bragged about her exploits with
equal audacity. She was a crack shot and a fearless rider, shooting from the
saddle like a cowboy. She claimed that her heroics during her part in many
Indian and Calvary conflicts earned her the nickname Calamity Jane.
Calamity met Wild Bill Hickok on a wagon-train from Wyoming to
Deadwood, South Dakota. Some say they were romantically involved. When
Hickok was murdered August 2, 1876 while playing poker, Calamity was
devastated. For the next 25 years, she traveled from state to state. Still a sharpshooter, she joined Buffalo Bill’s Wild West Show. Her insatiable thirst for
whiskey got her fired. She returned to the Black Hills but soon discovered the
Old West had moved on.
Calamity Jane died in a motel room not far from Deadwood on August 1,
1903. Her dying request was to make her death date August 2 and to bury her
next to Wild Bill Hickok.

Look for tab managers in Chrome

It’s way easier to use tabs in one window than have 20 windows open.
That’s called tabbed browsing and it has simplified work considerably.
Still, after a long day, the average user might find he or she has 20 or more
tabs set on one window. Then, it is hard to find what you want in the tabs.
If you use Chrome as your browser, you’ll find several helpful apps in
the Chrome store. Tabman Tabs Manager drops down a list of tabs and
allows search. Tab Manager shows all tabs as tiny icons and allows you to
move tabs from window to window. TooManyTabs drops down large tabs
with the complete name. It will also merge windows so that one window
will hold all the tabs you have opened, according to Cnet.com

Study ‘Claire’s’ posture
for confidence
Robin Wright, the actress who plays
Claire Underwood in the popular Netflix
series House of Cards, is renowned
for her perfect posture. Her powerful
character strides down the television
White House halls as if willing doors
to open in front of her. Shoulders back
and level. Her core
muscles at the belly
button pulling her back
straight. Her chin is
raised and her gaze is
powerfully forward. She
looks every inch the
powerful political figure
she portrays and posture
plays a significant part.
According to the Mayo
Clinic Health Letter,
posture and mental
state are intimately
related. Researchers
have found that people
who practiced power
poses before a mock
interview were perceived
to be more confident and
desirable candidates.
Power postures are
characterized by wide, upright stances.
Even a person’s own assessment of their
competence and mood are improved by
good posture. In one study, people were
asked to assume either slouching posture
or erect posture. People in the more erect
postures gave more positive assessments
of their own qualities. Slouchers were
much less confident and positive.
Stress can be affected by posture. One
study found that an upright posture
during a stressful event conferred a
feeling a strength and confidence.
Slouchers more often felt fear, hostility,
and nervousness.
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Dangerous and beautiful:
Lassen Volcanic National Park turns 100

“There are no secrets
to success. It is the
result of preparation,
hard work, and
learning from failure.”
Colin Powell

L

assen Peak has been sleeping since 1921,
but the volcano that forms the focus of
the national park is considered armed
and dangerous. On August 9, Lassen
Volcanic National Park celebrates its 100th
anniversary, and the volcano has been on
good behavior ever since.
Early pioneer settlers in the northeastern
area of California believed that Lassen Peak,
the largest volcano in the southern section
of the Cascade mountain chain, was defunct.
Nothing to see here.
In mid-May of 1914, it started to rumble.
In June, it trembled and spewed out rocks and
ash. During the next 11 months, it shattered
nerves with 180 steam explosions carrying
lava rock and ashes, while blasting out and
enlarging a 1,000-foot wide crater.

By August 9, 1916, President Grover
Cleveland signed the Congressional
document adding Lassen to the federal park
system as the 15th and one of the largest parks
in the country.

Best not settle too close.
Lassen Volcanic National Park is a
geological laboratory of volcanic history for
scientists. Among the wrecked mountains and
distressed land, it contains numerous bubbling
cauldrons of mud, geysers, and steam vents.
It has 300 active volcanic plug domes, and all
four types of volcanoes (cinder cone, shield,
composite, and plug dome). Lassen Peak is one
of the largest lava domes on Earth.

On May 14, 1915, it emitted a five-milehigh smoke plume seen for 50 miles, followed
by fiery lava streaming down its flanks. By
morning, a lava dome filled the summit’s crater.

Among the 100th anniversary activities
is the Lassen Dark Sky Festival, August
12. Lassen is one of the last sanctuaries of
natural darkness and has an incredible, dark
sky with an unparalleled view of celestial
wonders.

On May 22 that year, the volcano erupted,
shooting rock, ash and pumice 30,000 feet
into the air. Any ranch, farm or outpost
anywhere in its landing zone was destroyed.

Lassen has eight campgrounds that range
from developed to primitive (some can be
reserved) and cabins. Three area lodges
have limited guest capacity.
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National Park Service celebrates
its 100th birthday

Using dogs to sniff out
those nasty bed bugs

J

ust two weeks after President
Woodrow Wilson signed the
congressional document creating
Lassen Volcanic National Park
(August 6, 1916), he set up the
National Park Service on August 25.
Previously, the 14 other national
parks were not uniformly serviced
under the Department of Agriculture;
now, the NPS, a bureau of the

That fabulous, famous dog nose sniffs
out more than crime. These days canines
are also used to sniff out the scourge
of bed bugs. According to the New
York Times, bed bug sniffing dogs are
not 100 percent effective in finding the
biting insects. False alarms do happen,
but handlers say the dogs
are effective in up to 96
percent of hits.

“the park system has grown to over
450 natural, recreational, cultural
and historical areas”
Department of the Interior, would create enforced
standards to conserve and protect treasured areas for future generations.
Since its founding in 1872 with Yellowstone National Park, the system has
grown to over 450 natural, recreational, cultural and historical areas, including
parks, battlefields, memorials, monuments, military parks, seashores, scenic
rivers and trails, parkways and the White House.
Every state has a park. Find yours and celebrate this special birthday on
August 25. From concerts and special tours, to scavenger hunts and birthday
cake, parks will party in different ways. The NPS has worked to ensure
attendees know the Centennial is “more than a birthday.”
“We want people . . . to embrace the opportunities to explore, learn, be
inspired or simply have fun in their 407 national parks, as well as understand
how the . . . Service’s community-based recreation, conservation, and historic
preservation programs positively impact their own communities.” An engaged
citizenry now will set the course for the next century.
The U.S. Mint is commemorating the Centennial by issuing three limitededition coins, a five-dollar gold coin, a silver dollar, and a half-dollar clad coin
with various iconic images and the NPS’s logo, the Arrowhead. And, the U.S.
Postal Service is issuing 16 new Forever Stamps featuring national parks.

Ride-sharing becomes easier

Suppose there were five people who live within two blocks of you who
were all going to work at the same time and roughly the same place. It
would be so easy to share a ride. But so hard to get that group together.
Now ride-sharing services like Uber and Lyft are developing algorithms
to locate neighbors headed to the roughly the same place at the same time.
The strategy has already reduced some congestion in cities. A recent report
by the American Public Transportation Association suggests that ridesharing trips are replacing personal vehicles and public transportation.

Dogs can sniff out a
bed bug infestation in
minutes, as opposed to a
human bug inspector who
might take an hour or two
to find evidence. For the
traumatized families who
have found themselves
infested by the critters, this
can be a quick way to find
out if they are imaging
things, or if that itchy
feeling is the real thing.
According to
bedbugger.com, if you
are considering hiring a
company with a sniffer dog, you should
ask some basic questions.
1. What is included in the inspection?
2. Do handlers mark areas where the
dog alerts?
3. Do handlers visually confirm alerts?
4. What type of documentation is left
with the customer?
5. How much time is included in the
visit?
6. If the dog inspection company is also
a pest control firm, can you use the
pest control firm of your choice for
any necessary treatment?
7. If you choose to use a different firm
for treatment, does the price of the
dog inspection change?
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Studies show the common green pea
offers some suprising health benefits

“If you can’t feed a
team with two pizzas,
it’s too large.”
Jeff Bezos,
Amazon founder

G

reen peas, also known as English or garden
peas, are out of the garden and ready for
dinner this month. Not only are they
delicious, but they contain some surprising
health benefits.
Bite for bite, peas have twice the folate of
raw spinach and more fiber than cooked
broccoli. Doctors have long known that
getting more dietary fiber is one of the best
ways to lower cholesterol, and with it the risk
for heart disease. In the intestine, the fiber in
peas binds with bile from the liver and traps
it in the stool. By removing bile, which is very
high in cholesterol, the body automatically
brings cholesterol levels down.
Here’s an important but little-known
fact, the chlorophyllin in peas has a special
molecular shape that allows it to grab cancercausing chemicals in the body. Nutrition
experts at the University of Toronto say the
chlorophyllin attaches to carcinogens and
helps prevent them from being absorbed.
They recommend eating peas and other
bright, green vegetables as often as possible.
Studies in Denmark show that the fiber
in peas can result in a reduction of total
triglyceride levels if eaten regularly for just
two weeks.
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Peas fresh from the garden have more
nutrients than others. Canned peas lose
some nutrients, but frozen are almost as
good as fresh.
Though the pods of some peas are edible,
the peas themselves contain most of the fiber,
folate, niacin, phosphorus, riboflavin, thiamin,
vitamin C, and vitamin A.
For a nutritious treat, cook a 16-oz bag
of frozen peas in 1/4 cup of water for three
minutes. Drain and add one tablespoon
minced chives, two teaspoons minced
tarragon, two tablespoons butter, and a
sprinkle of salt. Delicious!

Fingerprint wedding rings

Jewelers Brent and Jess (brentjess.com)
have come up with a wedding ring idea
that is just the right touch. Couples can
now get their fingerprints embedded in
wedding rings. Each partner can have a
ring with the fingerprint of his or her love.
The prints can be on top of the ring for all
to see or on the underside The rings come
in small and large bands, with optional
metal and diamonds. The company also
makes fingerprint necklaces.

OF INTEREST

A few tips and little help in silencing
those cyberbullies

I

The telegram is from President
Abraham Lincoln, but the words sound
insane. “What’s next news I the prayers
I to while coming star what you mean
dispatch Zebra.” Of course, the message
is in code and to read it you need the
code book.
Unexpectedly, a
wealth of messages
and code books once
thought lost have been
found. Now a museum

n the olden days of computing,
before everyone was connected by
huge internet social sites, there were
operations called Bulletin Board Services
or BBS. These small, dial-up chat sites
had their fair share of mad chatters and
the BBS operators tended to handle all
of them in exactly the same way. They let
the bully write anything he/she wanted,
but unknown to the bully, all of the
posts went into the trash. To the bully, it
appeared that he/she was ranting to the
world. But no one else could see any of
his posts. And finally the bully just left.

“Anyone can register
with Zooniverse to
help in the process”

Bullies need audiences.
A study published in the 2015 journal
Computers in Human Behavior showed
that three personality traits occur together in a sort of dark triad:

• Machiavellianism: Trying to manipulate people.
• Narcissism: Believing they are better than others and trying to prove it.
• Psychopathy: Having a lack of empathy and willingness to write risky things.
People with these traits may harass and insult, thinking their posts are
exceptionally funny and creative. They enjoy seeing people embarrassed and
provoked. The more reaction, the more they double down. Today, dealing with
the cyberbully is exactly the same as the old BBS days, except you have control.

Defriend. Unfollow. Block. Unlink. Report. But never respond.
Some organizations online help people who are being attacked:
Crashoverridenetwork.com offers free help from a network of survivors of
bullying and cyberstalking. Ihollaback.org tries to end ‘harassment in public
spaces’ and is more political than crash override.

Read a real book at bedtime

You can help break
the Civil War code

Sleep researchers have long warned that watching TV, working on a
computer and using other electronic devices will disrupt sleep patterns.
The type of short-wavelength enriched light, known as blue light, that
many backlit devices emit is powerful at suppressing the release of
melatonin, the hormone that helps bring on sleep. At Brigham and
Women’s in Boston, Charles Czeisler, chief of the hospital’s sleep and
circadian disorders, says, “Many people read things to help them fall
asleep. They don’t realize that this technology is actually making them less
likely to feel sleepy.” The study by Czeisler and colleagues appeared in the
Proceedings of the National Academy of Sciences.

is teaming up with
a North Carolina
State University
and Zooniverse.org
to crowdsource the
decoding of more
than 5,400 telegrams
(100 sent by Lincoln)
using the newly found
code books. Anyone
can register with
Zooniverse to help in the process.
The code books and telegrams came
to light in 2009 when they were offered
for auction by the descendants of the
director of the Union military telegraph
office. Thomas T. Eckert (1825-1910)
retired in 1867 and took with him
ledger books, correspondence and
code books. Evidently no one thought
anything about it at the time, and no
one cared since.
The materials were sold once in 2009
for $36,000 and offered for sale again
in 2012, at which time the historical
importance of the materials was at last
recognized, according an article in the
Wall Street Journal.
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You can usually clean up
your own online reputation

“Always look for the
fool in the deal. If
you don’t find one,
it’s you.”
Mark Cuban,
entrepreneur

W

hen Googling yourself with a quick online
search, you could be surprised by the
depth of information that’s available about
you. Enter your name into Spokeo.com and
Pipl.com, and you might find that your age,
relatives’ names and your previous addresses
are on display, as well as old news stories and
maybe a forgotten MySpace page.
Brian Patterson of Go Fish Digital, an
online marketing firm, says you should be
able to fix these problems on your own.
Reporting in Kiplinger’s Personal Finance,
he says to start by beefing up the privacy
settings on your social media feeds and
deleting things like an old Flickr account
and an outdated personal web site.
You can also delete search results about
yourself from some information-sharing
sites, such as Spokeo (spokeo.com/output)
and BeenVerified (beenverified.com/
output). For others, send an email asking
them to remove your personal data.
Patterson says if a web site refuses to
remove such information as your Social
Security or bank account number, ask
Google to delete the site from its search
results at support.google.com/websearch/
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trouble shooter/3111061. If there’s an
unprofessional post that you can’t delete, build
a web site using a free template from a site
such as Weebly.com or WordPress.com, with
your first and last name as the domain name.
You can also open LinkedIn and professional
Twitter accounts and a Facebook page. Spend
a few minutes each week to keep them active.

Gmail lets you change your
mind before hitting send

Legions of people wish they had never
pushed that send button for so many
reasons. They copied a whole list on a
private note. Or they spouted off when
they should have signed off. But now
gmail lets you set a cooling off period for
email. It’s easy to set. Go to your gmail
settings icon (looks like a gear) and scroll
down under the General heading to Undo
Send. There you can set your cooling off
period from 10 to 30 seconds. Now when
you send an email, at the top of the screen
appears the message “Your message has
been sent. Undo. View Message.” Click
undo and avoid a world of hurt.

OF INTEREST

Gold! Free for the taking! Miners
making millions!

Study: Photos may
improve your vacation

n August of 1896, after three
prospectors discovered gold in a
branch of the Klondike River in
Canada’s Yukon Territory along the
Alaskan border, news didn’t travel
fast; it spread like wildfire. Within
a few weeks, 1,600 prospectors
had staked out claims and become
overnight millionaires.

Study: Photos may improve your
vacation. Beautiful mountains, ancient
churches, or glistening water, these are
the experiences we want to keep and
snap, with a camera.
You may have heard taking pictures
can make you miss the wonder of the
experience.
But, according to
one study, that isn’t
true. Researchers
at the University
of Southern
California, Yale
and the University
of Pennsylvania
conducted nine
experiments with
2,000 participants.
Some people took
pictures, and some
people took no
pictures. The study
found that people
who take photos rate
their enjoyment of
an activity higher
than those that don’t snap away.
Photography of views or activities
tends to increase a person’s engagement
in the scene as photographers look for
an interesting viewpoint or the most
intriguing moment. Picture takers
examine each scene more thoroughly.
On the other hand, if people are
painting or crafting, photography makes
little difference in their enjoyment. They
are already immersed in the experience.
In one situation, photography made
an experience less enjoyable. If people
were asked to photograph unpleasant
experiences, like watching a lion kill
its prey, then photographers had a
more negative reaction than those
who just watched.

I

It wasn’t until July 1897, after a
steamship docked in San Francisco
with $500,000 in gold and another
in Seattle with over two tons of gold,
that word reached the masses. These
sparks ignited gold-rush fever. At
the time, America was in the throes
of a recession and the promise of
gold sounded like the way out, but it
wasn’t the easy way out.
For weeks, more than 100,000 miners traveled by steam-powered trains to
reach the major port cities – even teachers and doctors. They crammed into
ships heading for Alaska throughout the summer and the winter of 1897-98.
Stampeders crowded into the newly created Alaskan tent and shack towns
of Skagway and Dyea, departure points for the arduous 600-mile trek to the
Yukon goldfields.
Only 30,000-40,000 of these frantic hopefuls struggled to buy, pack up
and lug the full year of required tools, camping, mining and transporting
equipment, clothing and food up the treacherous, steep Chilkoot and White
Pass Trails. Hauling heavy bundles on overloaded pack animals, they forced
a climb over the rocky terrain in the snow. Thousands of animals died; their
bones still litter Dead Horse Gulch.
Along the 35-mile trip, murders, suicides, malnutrition, depression, and
deaths from avalanches, hypothermia and depression forced thousands to give
up. Those who finally reached the river-fed lakes had to build or buy a boat to
transport them downriver the final three-week, 560-mile trip through perilous
rapids to Dawson and the Klondike mines. Boats overturned and many lost all
their possessions or their lives.
Between August 1896 and August 1899, miners pulled about $29 million in
gold from the ground around Dawson City, where proprietors provided the
best of everything for the newly rich, making their own fortunes by “mining
the miners.” Unfortunately, the stampeders learned ‘gold for the taking’ was a
gross exaggeration.
Of the 100,000 stampeders, only 40,000 reached their destination, and only
4,000 managed to get some gold.
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Experience the healing benefits of nature

“You can’t make
anything viral,
but you can make
something good.”

A

Peter Shankman,
HARO founder

Physical: People tend to be more active when

family medicine professor has identified
four main benefits of being surrounded by
nature. Sara L. Warber of the University
of Michigan has studied the benefits humans
experience when they get out in nature.
out and about, Warber says. When people
repeatedly go out for walks or just enjoy the
outside, they tend to move more, conferring
benefits on the immune and endocrine
systems. Blood pressure can also improve.

Mental: Thinking improves when people

experience nature. They begin to have a sense
of well-being, less stress, and less depression.
They might also recover more quickly from
stress. Group walks are especially helpful.

Emotional: People in parks, camp settings, or

group activity, like bird watching, experience
more positive emotions.

Spiritual: Spending time in nature gives adults
a sense of transcendence, serenity and
tranquility. Warber studied park users in the
United Kingdom and found that the most
people reported feeling relaxed.

Writer Michael Grothaus tried his own
experiment to discover if his city spirit
could be calmed by parks. Turned out it
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was. He wrote in Fast Company that after
dedicating no less than one hour in nature, he
immediately felt less stressed. It was as if the
parks acted like a cocoon, sheltering him from
city noises and his own racing thoughts.
After two weeks, he found his overall
mood improved. By the third week, he felt
more creative. On the fourth week, he was
surprised and excited to realize his memory
improved and he no longer needed to write
out a list of tasks.
Warber said everyone could benefit from an
hour of nature immersion each day.

Mood and happy memories

Can a picture or memory of a happy event
change your mood? Researchers think that
is possible. University of MassachusettsAmherst researchers found that people
with good memory for details recovered
more completely after seeing negative
films and photos. According to the Journal
of Experimental Aging Research, new
research will focus on whether memory
impairment in older adults might be
associated with incomplete recovery from
emotional experiences.

SENIOR LIVING

Should you invest in a deferredincome annuity?

T

o make a long story short, the
deferred-income annuity will provide
a guaranteed monthly income,
beginning at the age you set up, for the
rest of your life. If you should die after
it’s set up, however, you lose whatever is
left. Your heirs won’t get anything.
But the chance that other buyers
might die before collecting is one reason
insurances offer a higher payout for this
kind of annuity than for other products
that guarantee income.
Say you’re 65 years old and
invest $100,000 in New York Life’s
Guaranteed Future Income Annuity. If
you defer payouts for 15 years, at age 80,
you will receive $28,695 annual income
for the rest of your life. If you have no
serious health issues and people in your family tree lived long lives, it could be
worth a look. If you doubt that you’ll live into your late 80s or 90s, maybe not.
One Treasury Department ruling offers another reason to consider a
deferred-income annuity. You can now invest up to 25 percent of your IRA or
401(k) plan (or $125,000, whichever is less) in the annuity without having to
take required minimum distributions at age 70 1/2.
Before the Treasury ruling, some insurers only allowed investors to use
money from taxable accounts to purchase deferred-income annuities. Others
required purchasers who used money from tax-deferred accounts to start
receiving payments at age 70 1/2.

In this pilot program, help comes home

In one new experimental government program, nurses and medical
technicians come to the home instead of the patients coming to
the hospital. In 2012, Congress authorized a pilot program called
Independence at Home. In the first test of the program, just 10,000
patients could sign up for the program. Qualified patients are those who
tend to go in and out of the hospital for treatment of chronic conditions
and are in need of daily living care. The idea is that caregivers, doctors,
and skilled nurses coordinate to keep frail, elderly patients healthy
and in their home. In a recent article in the Wall Street Journal, Ezekiel
J Emanuel, Chairman of the Department of Medical Ethics at the
University of Pennsylvania, wrote that the program is “concierge care
for the sickest, not the richest.” According to the Journal of American
Geriatrics Society, the program could save Medicare tens of billions
during the next 10 years if it is extended and made permanent.

Osteoarthritis setting
in? It’s time to stand
more and sit less

Osteoarthritis (OA) in the joints can
make movement more difficult, but
movement is just what you need to
prevent it or keep it at bay.
Knees are the most
common joint affected
in more than nine
million OA people. The
study, published in the
American Journal of
Public Health, shows
that the more time you
spend sitting around,
like you do in the
evening when watching
television, the greater
the loss of physical
function you’ll have
over the next two years.
Their test subjects
were aged 49 and above
who had some form of
knee OA. Their daily
activity was monitored
with electronic devices.
Gait speed and chair-stand testing
measured mobility. Gait speed
determined how fast a person walked
66 feet (20 meters). The chair-stand test
showed how often they could rise to a
standing position in one minute.
The group that spent about two-thirds
of its waking hours in the chair, about
9.8 hours on average, were lower in both
tests. It didn’t matter if they were active
during the day. That didn’t overcome the
long periods of sitting.
Get out of your chair frequently in the
evening. Serve refreshments, clean up,
talk on the phone while standing. Use
some exercise equipment, walk the dog,
or just stroll about while getting ready
for bed, but get up frequently.
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